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Overview
The pandemic created a significant amount of
disruption. Enterprises had to shift to remote
working models and embrace the uncertainty
that ensued. Today, we will shed some light on
the overarching trends within the B2B commerce
space and essentially narrow down specifically on
the Lifesciences industry. We will also analyse
what exactly does B2B commerce mean and
how we believe the lines between B2B and B2C
consumer experiences are blurring and will
eventually disappear.

Key B2B
commerce
trends in
Lifesciences
organizations
The diagram shown below elucidates some of
the trends and takeaways of what the industry
believes are the current projections around B2B
commerce. Covid-19 pushed enterprises to pivot
towards conducting business online. This led to
an increase in online commerce transactions in
2020. The upside for the industry coming out of
the pandemic is that the uptick wasn’t a
momentary blip during Covid. The growth
around commerce transactions being done
online is here to stay and will get better in the
future. Many more companies will shift their
selling channels online to improve their digital
initiatives.
90%+

67%

77%

2 out of 3

B2B buyers said that
COVID elevated
expectations & digital
capabilities

Of high performing B2B
organizations have digital
selling as a top priority

$200B

10%-15%

70%-80%

Spends

>80%

$15B

Digital Tech
Adoption

Digital
Innovation

Transactions
remote/online
in 2020

Healthcare Commerce
market for pharma
drugs & medical
devices by 2022

Respondents agree that
digitalization of
operations will continue
post Covid

CAGR growth
rate

Investments pumped
into 372 digital
healthcare deals during
the first half of 2021

B2B decision makers
prefer remote human
interactions or self-service
portals

Cloud (49%), AI (38%),
data lakes (33%), and
wearables (33%)

Customers prefer digital
selling models

Buyers are willing to
spend more using
remote or self-service
platforms

76% reduced, 65% lesser
time for time-to-market,
data analysis, 57% reduced
R&D costs

Key B2B
commerce
trends
post-Covid
As companies are coming out of the pandemic,
more B2B transactions are seen for more
transparency in the whole B2B buyer journey.
Buyers want better insights on their
transactions—they want to know exactly where
their orders are, whether it is stuck due to supply
chain disruptions, and so on. There is a big supply
chain shift in terms of looking at inventory
differently, how they interact with distributors
and stakeholders in supply chain. This is key in
getting enterprises integrated properly in the
overall ecommerce framework.
Pandemic shift

B2B customers have chosen different
multiple channels
In person
Phone
Fax
Video call
Online chat
Email
E-commerce
B2B decision makers (83%) feel the new
selling models more effective than
pre-COVID-19 models
B2B decision makers (87%) believe these
shifts will sustain 12+ months after
COVID-19 pandemic
OpEx: Increase from 2.5% to 15%

Supply chain shift

Manufacturers are adopting new digital
and automation technologies
Moving toward a more integrated
market
Diversifying through partnerships or
acquisitions
Innovating in-house technologies
Revamping delivery models to reflect
evolving customer needs
Increasing inventory of critical products
Dual sourcing of raw materials
Increasing inventory along the supply
chain
Regionalizing the supply chain
Expanding backup production sites
Nearshoring and increasing supplier base
Reducing stock keeping units in
production portfolio
Nearshoring production

CapEx: More than 15% increase

Revenue shift

Business leaders to rethink about their
product, business, and operating models,
and wants to become more agile.
In a survey, 45% of respondents in
united states mentioned that they
reduced their operating expenditure as a
share of revenue between December
2019 and December 2020
Ecommerce digitalization and
automation will increase the overall
revenue by 49%

Technology shift

Manufacturers see Digitalization, AI, Automation as
top drivers of productivity Digitalization
Advent of artificial intelligence (AI) and automation
has created new market subsegments for
automated guided vehicles (AGVs) and automated
storage-and-retrieval systems (ASRS)
In a survey 75%of respondents (executive leaders)
from unites states said they expected investment in
new technologies to accelerate in 2020–24
In a survey, 93% B2B buyers prefer digital self
service

Productivity shift

Potential drivers to the productivity growth acceleration:
Digitalization
AI
Automation
Ecommerce
Warehouse automation
Advanced analytics
Survey report indicates potential for incremental productivity growth of 0.8 to 2.4 pp
(percentage point) per year through 2024
Ecommerce digitalization and automation will increase the overall productivity by 45%
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Key B2B
commerce
trends—
pandemic shift
Most B2B seller interactions have
moved to remote or digital...
Current way of interacting with suppliers'
sales reps during different stages1,3

...and that's exactly
what customers want.

~70-80%

31

29

Remote

48

49

Digital
self-serve

22

22

20

19

44

46

of B2B decision makers prefer remote
human interactions or digital
self-service2,3

36

35

Why?

Identifying Evaluating Ordering Reordering
new
new
suppliers suppliers

Customer freedom (24*7 availability)
Do It Yourself (DIY)
Setting up account
Accessing contracts and invoices
Payment history
Customer Ordering App
Salesperson App
Minimum interaction with customer care reps

Customer Buying Experience
Quote configuration & approval Process
Payment controls and acknowledge Process
Product reviews and ratings
Back-in-stock Alerts
Easy Re-order Templates
Multi-Lingual & Currency
Deliver personalized experiences
Tailor information and catalogs according to contracts,
regions, and available products

Compliance and Regulatory

% of respondents
In-person

Self-Service Account Management

Ease of scheduling
Savings on travel expenses
Safety

Buyers are willing to spend big using remote or self-service.
Maximum order value you would purchase through end-to-end
digital self-service and remote human interactions for a new
product or service category1,2

Over $1M

$500K to $1M

amount 15% are
willing to spend

amount 12% are
willing to spend

$50K to $500K
amount 32% are
willing to spend

B2B
commerce—
five key
capabilities in
Lifesciences
organizations

Sales of products as per the approved license restriction
(Enable as per the geographical area)
Bulk Quick Order Interface
Customer Specific Pricing as per the contract
Supplier Data for available stock
Quantity limits
Product Safety manual download
Blocked Combination Product Sales

Order Management Experience
Automated and streamlined
Barcode Order
Instant Order
Bulk Order
Repeat Order
Wholesale price controls
Catalog Controls
Inventory Controls

Product Content Experience
Detailed and helpful product content
Advanced documentation
Product Certifications/Accreditations
Datasheets, videos, manuals, and compatibility
information
Warranty/Return/Exchange info
Product experience in multiple devices
(Mobile/Desktop/Tab/Portals.. etc.)

When we talk about B2B commerce, the
above figure is a comprehensive list of what it
entails. Allow B2B clients to self-service
themselves. An important tenet that we look
to address is how companies can use the B2B
commerce
platform
with
content
personalization and think of it as hyper content
personalization and essentially cater to the
right B2B buyer at the right time. How can we
improve their B2B buying experience and take
research data to build their order? One thing
that is often not spotlighted is the capability of
the platform to adhere to compliance and
regulatory demands. Anything that needs to
be captured in terms of permits, legal red tape
etc. can be done online now.
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Multi-channel
vs omni
channel
Many organizations think they are omnichannel
when they are mostly just multi-channel. What
are the trade-offs between omnichannel and
multi-channel channels and experiences?
Developing an omnichannel experience is a huge
challenge and requires a very robust and
advanced technological infrastructure. Its
benefits if done correctly—you can market
better, understand your B2B buyer personas and
buying behaviours better, more accurate insights
into pricing etc.

Multi channel refers to the ability to interact with your target
audience through different channels
All channels are available to the stakeholders. However, they are
not interconnected.
Virtual care
Emails

Website
Provider
Contracts

Phone calls

Clinical Trials
and approvals

Doctor Visits

Omni channel refers to the multi channel approach which
revolves around the healthcare entities and provides a single,
unified experience across all the channels to provide seamless
experience.
All channels are available to the stakeholders, and they
are interconnected.

Virtual care

Emails

Provider
Contracts

Website

Doctor Visits
Phone calls
Clinical Trials
and Approvals

B2B commerce:
architecture
Customer Communication Channels
Mobile

Portal

Tab

Customer Care

Solutions

Email

Kiosk

Laptop

Message

Integration

Digital

Store

CDP

API

CRM

Analytics & Automation
Product Recommendation

Customer

Product

Personalization

Predictive Notification

Price

Content

Order

promotion

Inventory

Others

Retail Data model

Platform Operations
Security

Reliability

Multi-Tenant

Release Model

Framework

The above diagram is an illustrative architecture
of what we mean by ‘B2B commerce’. All
channels must be integrated to the B2B
technology, integrations with CRM, ERP,
customer data platforms, strong analytics and
automation capabilities, and customer product
pricing, order inventory, personalization,
campaigns etc. All the below functions/solutions
can only be backed by a strong tech
infrastructure that caters to security, privacy,
reliability, scalability with increasing storefronts
etc.

Short-term
unpredictable
vs long-term
predictable
The way we view the market, in the short term
none of us can predict accurate results. We
will revert to some sense of normalcy this year.
People accept a consumer-like experience
even if they are not in a consumer business. If
you have a focus on experience, personalizing
a catalogue to what someone likes, it is an
area of differentiation. This helps retain
margins, customers etc. There is another trend
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that we see emerging. The workforce is going
to completely change by 2025. The millennial
generation is a part of many industries today
including Lifesciences. These Lifesciences
companies like others are attracting new
talent, new ways of thinking etc. They are
digital natives. They don’t need cold outreach.
The buyer preference will change, and the
below figure demonstrates it.

B2B buyer
preferences
favour digital
commerce
90%

B2B buyers
conduct
research online
before making
a purchase

74%

Believe buying
from a website is
more convenient
than buying
from a sales rep

84%

Prefer to make
repeat purchases
through online
channels

From a metrics perspective, one thing that we
might need to pay attention to is the inbound
traffic. What kind of multi-page experiences on
the front end are going to happen. As they
browse your catalogue, how easy it is for them to
make useful insights and how to guide them to
choose the right product. How to reduce friction
as B2B buyers prefer buying online. They are
more intuitive and will arrive at a buying decision
from a video or a report rather than a sales rep.
Understand why buyers perform repeat
purchases. How we can tap into the mindset and
get buyers to perform repeat purchases.

Empowering
commerce
back-office
operations
Inventory
management

Order Fulfillment
management

Catalog
management

Omnichannel
Management
Digitized Commerce Backoffice
Operations Management

Shipping
management

Inventory management: We have broken
down a few common things that come up in B2B
commerce from a compossibility perspective.
(i.e., managing inventory). We all know the
frustration of seeing something online, but the
unavailability of finding said item in a store.
Inventory management is a discrete phase of
commerce, but it doesn’t have to be the thing
that stops everything else from happening—this
is what we mean from a compossible commerce
perspective.
Catalogue management: How do we connect
all the cogs together? How do we show the most
relevant shipping and product info? How to get
one’s products from point A to point B. How do
I manage across geographies and properly claim
taxes across these regions?
Order fulfilment: How do I route my orders and
get them fulfilled? This needs to be approached
from a compossible commerce perspective.
Digital Acceleration:—addressing core B2B
digital commerce needs The adoption of digital
channels and capabilities was advanced five years
over the initial eight weeks of the pandemic. The
Covid-19
recovery
will
be
digital.
Source: McKinsey Digital, May 2020.
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Accelerated
core B2B digital
commerce
needs
Fast, Convenient
Content

Operational
Efficiency

Innovation in
B2B
go-to-market
models
B2B eCommerce

B2B Marketplaces Subscription / SaaS Direct-to-Consumer

Product
Merchandising
Flexibility
Growth

Customer
Insights

Omni-Channel
Commerce

Multiple Business
Models / Services

Business models had to be adjusted with digital
channels being green lit. There is a tremendous
turnover in terms of adopting digital channels
and acceleration in the digital world. What really
accelerated though?
The focus of B2B commerce is convenience. The
underlying focus of every experience is content.
There were many companies that weren’t
focused on content in the past, but they have
started educating themselves on it. For e.g., we
saw a lot of product merchandizing i.e., how
easy is it to search online, do comparisons, what
a product does etc.
In Lifesciences, you do have a lot of business
models and services. One of the things a lot of
brands were surprised by is that technology is
flexible enough today. You could have a single
back office to your business that will serve
multiple business models. Orgs can develop the
ability to sell non-regulated products directly to
consumer whereas one could also sell highly
regulated products—both can be run from one
back office. This is very important as it decreases
the ownership and maintenance that goes into
taking a commerce product/service to market.
For instance, if you are in the Lifesciences area
and you’re regionally based, there are goals that
matter for each of these different organizations
that cater to different sizes.

94% of B2B executives
said B2B ecommerce is
critical to business
advantage and results
and 87% agree
accelerating B2B
ecommerce is a strategic
priority

82% of B2B buyers say
that they’ve used
Amazon to make a
purchase for work

More than 50% of All
industries will price and
package their offerings
as services with flexible
subscription – or
consumption-based
pricing models

A third of U.S.
consumers plan to do at
least 40% of their
shopping from D2C
companies in the next
five years.

There is a lot of innovation happening in the
Lifesciences industry. There’s scientist.com which
is the largest AI-driven ecommerce marketplace
for Lifesciences & pharmaceuticals. Many of
these brands are trying to recreate ‘the Amazon
experience’ for B2B Lifesciences industry.
Personalization in B2B with data privacy and
data sharing regulations in a cookie-less
world
GDPR regulations have made it hard for
companies to optimize their personalization
strategies. From a B2B commerce perspective,
there are many things that you could do. You
can still use AI to create more personalized
experiences. You can use third party data such as
geolocation (not exactly a cookie), what you
know about a place to optimize what products
show up first for a customer. There is a lot that
can be done with data that isn’t consumer
oriented to optimize content and products in the
overall commerce experience.
While this is a big change, in the long run, it does
make sense not to go all out for personalization
with third party data. It would be prudent to
optimize your experiences based on the
third-party data that you already have access to.
There are a lot of known components at your
disposal. Many browsers have already taken
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steps towards making the browsing experience
more privacy centric. There is still time to evolve
and make necessary changes to our strategies.
As marketers, we should take countermeasures
in a cookie-less world to capitalize on
opportunities. Without third party data from
cookies, ad targeting will change in terms of
retargeting. Where it is more behaviour-based
targeting based on consumer behaviour. We
need to make a shift where we focus on current
visitors and optimize the experience for them. By
focusing on first party data which is basically the
information collected from users through direct
engagement with a website or app/info shared
through a support line.
In terms of user experience, remembering
preferences, remembering cart selection etc, a
good way to use first party to leverage first party
data to reboot experiences and focus on content
that users find more relevant. Another thing we
could explore could be a customer data platform.
Every customer goes through multiple
touchpoints in the buyer journey. A customer
data platform would be great for bringing
together all the data silos available. This could be
data from CRM, social media, mobile apps etc.
You could merge this data with PII data, email
addresses and give us a single holistic view of
every user. The endgame is to be less dependent
on retargeting strategies.

more effective for organizations. Over the next
2–3 years, the borderlines between both will
dwindle and eventually disappear to just be a
singular consumer experience.
Companies that are just getting into this
whole transformation with regulations and
updates around data and commerce—a
good piece of advice would be to embrace digital
transformation journey as much as before.
Buyers in the past interact very differently from
buyers in the present. The future will be
unpredictable. Your marketing strategy must
evolve to support whatever digital future lies in
store for you. B2B decision makers now prefer
‘digital’.
A digital-first attitude is key. The focus should be
on serving a good customer experience. And
implementing digital transformation during
different
buckets
of
the
buyer
journey—effectively
measure
website
interaction, capture conversions (even micro
conversions) since it will define how much intent
your customers have, measure and continuously
optimise digital marketing efforts, build a strong
tagging infrastructure that uses first party
cookies and then measure conversions.

Will there be a convergence of B2B and B2C
commerce in the future?
Lines between B2B and B2C commerce are
slowly getting blurred. There is still a human
making
decisions
on
marketing
and
personalization attuned to the users’ preferences
and emotions to make sure they understand why
you are targeting them. Having that transition
from B2B to B2C experiences in the industry,
things have brought a lot of humanness to the
industry today. Because it has taken it away from
being sterile to becoming a personalized
experience that everyone is accustomed to.
Over time, there has been a lot of want to have
personalization in their workspace. Convergence
of B2B and B2C i.e., has made targeting much
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How can
Marlabs help?
Are you ready to experience the real results?
We can help.
Are you looking to define an omni channel
strategy?
Do you need assistance in constructing a
framework of patient 360, provider 360 and
payer 360?
Do you need help in enhancing the virtual
engagement experience with latest
technologies to connect with business
partners and increase outcomes?
Do you want to see a demo of Marlabs
capabilities?

Raghu Rao

Senior Vice President & Solutions Principal
Customer Experience
Marlabs
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About Marlabs
Marlabs designs and develops advanced digital solutions that help its clients improve business
outcomes swiftly and precisely. It succeeds by harnessing the power of the Digital Collective™,
which brings together design-led digital innovation with human experience, composable digital
platforms, and a collaborative ecosystem of frst-class technology partners and innovators.
Marlabs is headquartered in New Jersey, with offices in the US, Germany, Brazil and India. Its
2500+ global workforce includes highly experienced technology, platform, and industry
specialists from the world’s leading technical universities.
Marlabs Inc.(Global Headquarters) One Corporate Place South, 3rd Floor, Piscataway
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